
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Oving Neighbourhood Plan 

 
Note of a meeting of the Oving Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group held on April 

22, 2022 at Jubilee Hall, Oving and on zoom. 

 

Present 

 

Dominic Akers-Douglas      (Shopwhyke) 

Rod Hague                         (Oving village) 

Cllr Victor Davey               (Silver Lakes) 

Cllr Simon Oakley              (District and County Councillor) 

Stephen Quigley (chairman) (Merston) 

Clive Sayer                         (Oving village)     

                    

1. Apologies for absence 

 

Katie Akerman                    (Shopwhyke) 

Colin Buchanan                  (Oving village)                   

John Pitts                            (Woodhorn) 

  

2. Declarations of interest 

 

RH registered an interest as tenant of land that could be affected by the NP.  

SO registered an interest as district and county councillor. 

 

3. Actions since previous meeting 

 

CDC Screening Opinion 

 

This is in progress. A report from Natural England on compliance with the Habitats 

Regulations is expected shortly. The outcome is important for the progress of the 

plan. If no SEA/ Habitats Regulations assessment is needed then the Reg 14 

consultation can proceed in the next month or so after first the SG and then OPC have 

given their approval to the whole plan. If an assessment is needed months will be 

added to the plan timeline.   

 

 

 

There was discussion on reviewing the case for taking on an allocation of housing. 

The application for screening had been made on the basis of no allocation. But an 

allocation would likely lead to the need for SEA and hence delay the whole process.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Policies 

 

It was noted that the wording of the policy on affordable housing gave the impression 

of Oving village being a settlement policy area.  This could be discussed with CDC at 

the April 25 meeting.  

 

On Nature Recovery was there a risk of getting ahead of the emerging plan, 

especially as the text and the mapping referred to wildlife corridors that remained to 

be designated? A second matter for the April 25 discussion. 

 

Important Views. Amendment still to be made. 

 

Local Green Spaces.  Letters to landowners still to be sent 

 

Dark Skies. Mapping from the CPRE still to be done. 

 

New Bridleways. Map showing link to Tangmere still to be done. 

 

AECOM design guide was now on the parish website    

 

Description of the Neighbourhood Area. On OH’s recommendation description of the 

villages and hamlets had been taken from the AECOM report. Still to be inserted are 

the maps that AECOM had provided. RH 

 

4. Maps 

 

Need to check whether OH’s policies map was clear and accurate in the captions. The 

definition of wildlife corridors needed to be changed to show that those mapped were 

not designations but candidates.  Note It has since been agreed to remove them 

entirely. 

 

Maps in the plan need to be shown for each policy between the policy definition and  

supporting text. The appendices should be at the end of the report accessed from 

relevant policy by a link. 

 

5. OH Analysis of draft plan 

 

Recommended a reorganisation of the sections based on OH template, eg bring up 

Planning Policy Context to follow Neighbourhood Area etc etc. This has been largely 

followed.  Also pagination and numbering of paragraphs for ease of reference.  

 

OH suggested review the need for the AL3 concept statement which in its current 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

form would carry little weight in planning applications. Should it be dropped? Should 

we ask OH a second time to convert into policy? 

 

6. Feedback format 

 

Do you support? 

 

How would you like to change it?   

 

7. Pre submission consultation 

 

Need quotes for layout of web pages, layout and print of policies leaflet including 

feedback sheet, full plan and final version for referendum. 

 

Suppliers to be invited to quote: University Printing Services, Studiomoo, Chichester 

Design and Print. SQ  

 

8. Timeline 

 

Once all the outstanding matters have been resolved, the policies updated, the 

updated maps inserted, basic conditions statement received, feedback form corrected, 

and ideally the outcome of our request for screening opinion received we shall be in a 

position to sign off the whole plan.   

 

If possible we should do this on May 20. The plan would then go to a special meeting 

of OPC for approval. Only then can we begin the Reg 14 consultation.  

 

At the Annual Parish Meeting on May 19, we should report on what stage we have 

reached, what remains to be done, the need to comply with the adopted Local Plan 

and what weight the Neighbourhood Plan will have in planning applications in the 

parish, once made. SQ 

 

9. Pre submission consultation methods 

 

Leaflet containing: the policies without supporting text, link to the parish website, the 

policies map (enclosed or tear off: the feedback form that can be mailed to free post), 

to be distributed to: 

 

All residents, landowners, employers, developers, CDC, adjoining parish councils, 

statutory consultees. CDC to provide list of developers and statutory consultees.  

 

Full text of plan: a few copies for inspection, at for example, the Gribble; on request 

from the clerk.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Full text on the parish website, with list of contents, beginning with the leaflet, that 

will have links from each policy to supporting text and to relevant appendix if any, 

feedback sheet. The input to the feedback will be organised as a spreadsheet that can 

be annotated to contain the SG response to the comments/ recommendations.   

 

How this site is organised will depend on designer proposals and Cllr Mandy 

McPhail‘s advice and guidance.  

 

10. Date of next meeting: May 20, 2022 
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